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Digital technology is rapidly transforming how facilities teams prepare for their
compliance surveys. ARC Compliance is leading the way with an artificial intelligence
(AI)-powered platform that automatically manages your Physical Environment of
Care compliance documentation.

Fast
Imagine your survey process without binders, copiers, printers or paper. Forget the
time-consuming and stressful process of manually updating binders. We’re solving
the problem in a completely new way that is both fast and efficient. ARC Facilities is
game-changing technology in the palm of your hand.

Intelligent
Maintaining a compliant facility requires a continuous focus on documents, dates
and details. Working in the background, our AI-powered technology monitors your
activity, automatically sends alerts and event notifications, and updates your overall
survey readiness.

Simple
When it comes to the Surveyor Document Review process, nothing is simpler than
ARC Facilities. Our breakthrough technology simplifies the process by automatically
gathering the correct documents, assembling them in the correct order and making
them instantly available for sharing during the review process.

arcfacilities.com

ARC Compliance
Why ARC Facilities?
We’ve created something
new with ARC Facilities. It’s
game-changing software that
enables access to facilities
information at lightning speed
on mobile devices.
It’s a bold direction that’s
transforming how teams
capture, update, share and
access building, equipment,
emergency and compliance
information.
We use AI, machine learning,
and the latest open-source
technologies to extract
intelligence from documents
and make them instantly
available–anytime, anywhere.

ARC Facilities: One

ARC Compliance delivers innovative features and time-saving
functionality to healthcare facilities professionals. Imagine
pulling out your phone and instantly knowing that all your
survey documents are secure, in one location, up-to-date and
instantly reviewable.

Technology Platform,
Four Modules
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• Instant Access to Compliance Documents
• Simplified Surveyor Document Review Process
• Automated Alerts and Notifications
• Customized Inspection Schedules

Contact us today to experience
the future of healthcare compliance.
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